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TO EVEN IMAGINE A DIVE is to get excited. What a bold way to live! To find
one thing you do well and then to stake your life on it. It's as simple and direct as
passion. It is passion. Peter Matthiessen wrote: "Simplicity is the whole secret of
well-being." If so, the ospreys have got it figured out. It isn't hard to picture a band
of primitive osprey tribesmen watching the birds and learning from them. One
thing they might have learned, and one thing that appeals to me, is how the
osprey's dive weds calculated patience to wild aggression. He who hesitates is
smart, at least if when he finally commits he commits fully. For the ospreys, the
hesitation is as important as the dive. The birds have a remarkable success rate,
some catching well over 50 percent of what they dive for (like humans, athleticism
varies; a few particularly adept birds catch close to 90), and this is due in good part
to the predive patience, the search for the right target. This careful adjustment will
often carry over into the dive itself. After the bird has tucked its wings and
dropped down thirty feet, it may pause and readjust, and it may repeat this a time
or two again, as if descending imaginary stairs. But while the predive ritual
demands control and calculation, the plunge itself is about the opposite of control.
It is a moment of full commitment, of abandon, and, finally, of immersion. . . .

Alan Poole relates a missionary's story of how a Bolivian Indian "slipped a
warm bone" from the osprey under the skin of his arm, "apparently in hopes of
absorbing hawklike skills at hunting." That seems a little drastic, but it might be
worth slipping a bone under my forearm, at least if it instills an enlivened sense of
purpose. As it is, I'm not above sniffing the air or playing my hunches. One thing I
hope for is that I'll soon have osprey dreams. I fully expect to, not out of any
mystical alliance, but because osprey is what I do all day. It's been my experience
that dreams steal from life, particularly life's more exciting parts. When I played
Ultimate Frisbee in college, I'd sometimes spend the better part of the night skying
or diving after discs. In The Snow Leopard, Peter Matthiessen writes about his
young son's artwork: "Ecstasy is identity with all existence, and ecstasy showed in
his bright paintings; like the Aurignacion hunter who became the deer he drew on
the cave wall, there was no 'self' to separate him from the bird or flower." This
sentence may also be less mystical than it sounds, more practical and obvious. To
be good hunters we must look at what we're aiming at, seeing and becoming what
we stalk.
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